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Foreword

Gold has always had a unique appeal,
desired as an adornment as well as a
means of trading and storing wealth.
Today, that appeal is as potent as it
has ever been. This report helps to
analyse why, where the growth
opportunities exist and what they
mean for the gold industry.
To better understand the global
consumer market we conducted
what we believe to be the largest
multi-country survey ever conducted
on gold. We have analysed changing
habits in India, China, the US,
Canada, Germany and Russia,
presenting a unique and broad
perspective on how the market is
transforming, what gold means to
people, where its greatest
opportunities lie and the core
challenges that need to be overcome.
Our approach – in which we spoke to
18,000 people – was based upon the
need to learn from a wide spectrum
of consumers. We chose large and
mature markets, as well as smaller
markets with potential for growth.
What’s clear from the data is that
interest in gold is high.
We highlight five key themes in the
report, but just two words resonate
with me: trust and education.

I am relatively new to the gold
industry, but I am struck by how trust
embodies everything good about
gold; people trust it more than fiat
currencies. And yet a lack of trust
poses a barrier to the market
growing.
I’m also struck by people’s desire to
learn more about gold. People want
to understand more about the
benefits of owning gold and what
factors they should consider when
buying it.
Trust and education: these are two
issues we at the World Gold Council
are working to address. When we
next conduct this survey it is my
ambition that trust in the gold
industry is higher than it is today and
that more people understand the
benefits of owning gold.

David Tait
CEO World Gold Council

By sharing our insights with our
partners and those working with
consumers, our belief is that the
industry as a whole can benefit. The
data suggests the market is ripe for
further growth.
We hope that this report provides
inspiration for all those working in the
industry. The opportunities for all are
significant.
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Executive summary
This is a report about opportunities.
Opportunities for those working in
both retail investment and jewellery
markets; for those in more traditional
businesses and those who consider
themselves cutting-edge disrupters;
for those trying to capitalise on
interest in gold products within
established markets, and for those
seeking to grow interest in more
nascent ones.
The data we present highlights the
potential opportunities by setting
out who is driving existing demand;
how different needs are – and are
not – being served; where positivity
towards gold is most pronounced
and the ways in which it can be
enhanced.
Encouragingly, the industry is built
on strong foundations. Today, gold is
firmly established as a mainstream
choice in the eyes of retail investors.
Gold is the third most consistently
bought investment – 46% of global
retail investors have chosen gold
products, behind savings accounts
(78%) and life insurance (54%). And
in fashion, 56% of consumers have
bought fine gold jewellery, compared
to 34% who have bought platinum
jewellery.
What’s more, our research reveals
that now is an exciting time to be
involved in the gold industry. More
than a third of all retail investors and
fashion and lifestyle consumers have
never bought gold in the past but
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are warm to the idea; there is huge
potential for the market to grow if this
untapped source of demand can be
converted.

4. Technological innovation
can create a route to new
audiences

Five key themes emerged during our
data analysis, all providing unique
perspectives for businesses buying,
selling and dealing in gold.

We know there are some pioneering,
technological savvy players in the
gold market. But our data suggests
there are too few. Gold compares
poorly to other retail investments
and fashion items when looked at
through the lens of digital distribution,
marketing and communications.

1. People are confident in –
and loyal to – gold
The industry should build on that
confidence. Gold already has strong
foundations and it’s important to
know where that confidence is
strongest and weakest.

2. But there are areas of
mistrust
While people have confidence in
gold, there is some mistrust amongst
people that have never bought gold,
but will consider doing so in the
future, around product purity and
trustworthiness of some retailers.

3. Gold can resonate more
deeply among younger
consumers
Millennials’ attitudes towards gold
are not so different to those of older
generations. But there are perceptual
misgivings among the younger Gen
Z audience, misgivings which are
particularly pronounced in China’s
jewellery market.

5. There are knowledge
gaps in the minds of
potential gold buyers that
need to be filled
This includes greater awareness
around gold, through TV, print and
social media; more quality education
around the benefits of owning gold;
and, while it is not a mainstream
issue now, the next generation of
potential gold buyers need better
education around the industry’s
ethical credentials.

We have conducted a significant
piece of research into how people
think about gold. We have an
18,000-strong sample covering a
range of markets which affords us
unique insights into people’s attitudes
and perceptions of gold, how they
buy it and, if they don’t, why not?
This report represents the first time
we have shared these insights with
the market and is focused on highlevel thematic issues that cut across
the entire market. Over the next six
months, we will be delving even
deeper into the data and will publish
country- and sector-specific reports
focused on peoples’ behaviours and
attitudes towards gold, with the
intention of supporting the healthy
development of the gold market.

18,000
people surveyed on their
views on gold
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Penetration and
purchase intent

Global fashion and lifestyle consumers
Gold purchase consideration

48%

Considering buying gold
Has bought in the past

38%

Considering buying gold

13%

Won’t consider buying gold

Never bought in the past

Gold purchase consideration by country

49%
37%
14%

48%
India

40%

56%
US

12%

30%
14%

Question: Consideration of fashion and lifestyle goods, ever purchased fashion and lifestyle goods.
Base sample: Total global fashion and lifestyle consumers, Global (6,115): India (2,040), US (2,054), China (2,021)
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China

Global retail investors
Gold purchase consideration

Considering investing in gold
Has invested in the past

Considering investing in gold
Never invested in the past

Won’t consider investing in gold

45%
38%
17%

Gold purchase consideration by country

67%
29%

38%
India

41%

72%
US

24%

4%

20%

4%

41%

22%

24%

36%
24%

Germany

57%
20%

Russia

42%

China

Canada

34%

Question: Consideration of investments, ever invested.
Base sample: Total global investors, Global (12,371): India (2,285), US (2,029), China (2,002), Germany (2,020), Russia (2,023), Canada (2,012)
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People have confidence in
gold; once they have bought,
they are loyal customers
Globally, consumers and retail investors
are confident in gold – they feel strongly
that it offers protection and security.
And buying fosters loyalty: repeat
purchases of gold are common. Building
confidence can encourage greater retail
market participation, but there is a need
to convey more clearly the reasons
for investing in gold and to promote
greater awareness of the investment
proposition.
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Across both retail investment and
jewellery markets gold holds strong
perceptions of safety, durability, value
and heritage.
More than two-thirds of retail
investors believe that gold is a
good safeguard against inflation
and currency fluctuations. Almost
as many (65%) believe it won’t
lose its value over the long-term
and report that it makes them feel
secure (62%). It is no surprise then,
that with so much global economic
uncertainty, 61% of retail investors
trust gold more than fiat currencies.
Because of this, gold is typically used
as a strategic asset by retail investors,
with the majority using it either to
protect their wealth or to generate
returns over the long-term.

And, according to our survey,
consumers are inspired not just by
gold’s value, but by their emotional
attachment to it, too. For instance,
81% of global fashion and lifestyle
consumers believe that gold is
sufficiently valuable to pass on to
family members as heirlooms and
almost three-quarters (72%) believe
it will never lose value over the
long-term. Two-thirds (65%) say that
gold feels like a just reward for their
success, while 57% believe that it
brings them good luck. People trust
its financial, emotional and cultural
worth.
This confidence is reflected in the
occasions when people buy gold.
Throughout life, there are identifiable
moments when gold becomes

81%
of global fashion and
lifestyle consumers believe
that gold is valuable
enough to pass on as an
heirloom

Confidence in gold among investors and fashion and lifestyle consumers
Percentage who agree that gold won’t lose its value over the long term

Fashion
and lifestyle
consumers

Investors

65%

Question: Underlying attitudes to gold.
Base sample: Global fashion and lifestyle consumers (6,115), Global investors (12,371)
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72%

Triggers for choosing gold as an investment
Percentage of gold investors in the past 12 months who selected each trigger

Themes

Triggers

29%

19%

Wanted to invest in something that
was low risk

Risk

44%

18%

Wanted to shift funds from high risk
to low risk to protect my money

Price

31%

17%

Wanted to spread risk across
different types of investments

Recommendation

Question: What prompted you to make this specific investment in? Select all that apply.
Base: Global - invested in a gold product in the past 12 months (3,712)
Note: Individual triggers have been aggregated into broader themes.

the instinctive choice for gifts and
remembrance, moments in which
gold delivers increased value but
which are also intrinsically linked
to the way people put their trust
in the product. In the jewellery
industry, emotional milestones such
as births, engagements, weddings,
anniversaries and significant birthdays
account for 34% of all gold jewellery
purchases.
Among retail investors, gold
purchases are more often made
when they need the confidence of
an asset that will protect their wealth
from heightened financial market
uncertainty. Indeed, in the past 12
months, 44% of all gold investments
were made in response to a changing
and challenging risk environment.

One of the gold industry’s greatest
strengths is that its many and
varying investment products are a
key driver of consumer confidence.
More is better. The choice available
to investors presents a unique
opportunity to drive gold into
different demand spaces. For
example, according to the survey,
gold jewellery can meet investors’
emotional and cultural needs; goldbacked exchange traded funds (ETFs)
enable frictionless trading and benefit
from financial adviser endorsement;
and physical bars and coins are
perceived as prestigious investments
that can be bought and sold easily.
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Main role of gold as an investment product
Percentage of gold owners who selected each role –
average across gold products

37%

18%

To make good returns
in the long-term

To make good
returns in the
short-term

30%
To protect my wealth

9%

Speculative/high risk
with the potential for
very high returns

4%

Question: How would you describe the main role of this investment? Gold average.
Base sample: Average of global owners of gold investment products (1,416)
Note: Percentages do not always sum up to 100 because of rounding.
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To make
a positive
impact

1%
Don’t
know

Loyalty to investment products
Percentage that have previously invested in the product
and say they will definitely buy again in the future.

64%

Gold
Investment Funds

40%

Cryptocurrencies

40%

Stocks & Shares

39%

Question: Ever purchased, consideration.
Base: Global – ever invested in any gold product (5,566), Investment Funds (4,443), Cryptocurrencies
(2,225), Stocks & Shares (3,820)

Gold is a strategic asset

61%
of all retail investors
trust gold more than fiat
currencies

This duality in gold can, however,
be a double-edged sword when
it comes to investment. Gold
plays a number of roles – from
protecting wealth and driving
long-term returns to short-term or
speculative needs. While this less
single-minded perception may be
considered a strength, such duality
can be regarded as a negative. If the
message of confidence in gold is not
clearly communicated, it may miss
the mark in terms of being a high
investment priority. It is a surprise, for
instance, to find that 62% of global
retail investors view gold ‘just like any
other commodity, such as oil or steel’
despite its very different market
structure and financial attributes.

But, importantly, those who have
a past interaction with gold are far
more likely to want to buy it in the
future. So driving penetration should
deliver repeat purchases. Gold buyers
tend to be highly engaged and more
likely to buy other gold products,
presenting a major opportunity for
cross-selling. Confidence in one
product can be replicated within
another, boosting overall customer
loyalty.
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Lack of trust in the
industry is a barrier to
market growth
While people have confidence in gold
at a broad level, areas of the industry
foster mistrust. Our data identifies this
as a considerable barrier to purchase.
Overcoming these concerns would
unlock new audiences for gold.
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People need to trust in how the
industry operates. They need to trust
the process of buying and selling in a
way that fills them with confidence.
And, for the majority of existing gold
buyers, the industry already delivers
this trust.
New potential purchasers, however,
can find engaging with the gold
industry quite daunting. A first-time
buyer might lack knowledge and
experience, which in turn makes
them feel nervous – a huge barrier
when it comes to building trust.
In fact, when we look at the group
who have never bought gold but are
open to it, a lack of trust emerges as
a significant barrier: 48% and 28%
of all gold retail investment and gold
jewellery considerers respectively
cited it as a reason for not buying.
Much mistrust stems from a lack of
clarity within the industry. More than
a quarter of those who have never
previously invested in gold but are
considering doing so worry about
buying fake or counterfeit products,
a figure that is even higher in Asia.
Equally, they worry about purity,
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which erodes trust in the product
and makes the purchase less likely.
When it comes to jewellery, the
main concern – and this is the case
globally – is once again how to trust
gold’s purity. And, sadly, 14% of
potential jewellery buyers and retail
gold investors say they don’t trust the
retailers.
Gold’s uniqueness as a product
is well understood around the
world. But we sometimes ignore
perceptions of trustworthiness in
both the product and the industry.
Familiarity with gold is one thing, but
is there sufficiently strong trust in
gold products and retailers to drive
an investment decision? Our data
indicates that, for a large group of
people, there is not.
Security is a dominant driver for
people that buy gold – the majority
of those surveyed believe gold will
hold its value over the long-term and
trust it more than national currencies.
But there is a noteworthy proportion
of potential gold buyers who do not
feel secure with gold products or
retailers. This lack of trust represents
a barrier to potential market growth.

More than a quarter of
those who have never
previously invested in gold
but are considering doing
so worry about buying fake
or counterfeit products

Trust-based barriers to purchasing or investing in gold
Global gold considerers who have never bought and cited lack of trust as a barrier to purchase

48%
Investment

28%

21%

14%

I worry about buying
fake or counterfeit gold

The purity of the gold is
not guaranteed

I don’t trust the businesses
selling the products

28%
Jewellery

19%

14%

The purity of the gold
is not guaranteed

Don’t trust the retailers

Question: Barriers to investing in or purchasing gold. Select up to five.
Base sample: Global gold considerers who have never bought: Investment (4,612), Jewellery (2,357)
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Attitudes towards gold
are mostly stable across
generations
While millennials and Gen Zs are, in
general, comfortable with gold’s investment
appeal, gold jewellery suffers from some
perceptual misgivings among the youngest
audience. It faces particular challenges
around style and a lack of emotional
connection with Gen Z consumers. And
awareness of gold does not translate into
future buying: intention to purchase gold
jewellery among the youngest age groups
is generally low.
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People often cite younger
generations – particularly those
born since the mid-1980s (known
as millennials) – as unenthused by
gold investment products. But, in
many ways, they still regard gold
as relevant to their lives. Across a
number of data points our survey
shows millennials’ attitudes towards
gold are not significantly different to
those of older generations.
But, as often seems to be the case,
the youngest generation – Gen Z –
seems to have a slightly different
perspective. In general, they are
more likely to want to see exponential
growth from their investments, less
likely to invest for the long-term, and
less likely than the average retail
investor to worry about the impact of
a financial crash on their savings.

Despite this, their attitudes towards
gold, ownership levels and intention
to invest are not that different from
those of older generations. Gen Z’s
live-for-today, risk-taking attitude
is most evident in their exposure
to other investments, rather than
in the exclusion of gold, and one
asset stands out as featuring more
highly in their portfolios than those
of older investors: cryptocurrencies.
The role cryptocurrencies plays in
their portfolio is significantly skewed
towards short-term and speculative
needs, in contrast to gold which
is skewed towards long-term and
wealth preservation needs.

22%

of Gen Zs see the role of
cryptocurrencies as shortterm returns and;

26%

see it as speculative and
high risk

I trust gold more than the currencies of countries
Retail investors’ attitudes to gold are relatively stable across generations

61%
Globally agree

18-24 y.o.

25-34 y.o.

35-44 y.o.

45-54 y.o.

55-65 y.o.

56%

62%

64%

60%

56%

Question: Underlying attitudes to gold.
Base: Global investors – Total (12,371), 18-24 (1,492), 25-34 (3,102), 35-44 (2,990), 45-54 (2,681), 55-65 (2,106)
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Investments ever made by age group
Global rank order of percentage who have ever bought each product

25-34 y.o.

35-44 y.o.

45-54 y.o.

55-65 y.o.

65+ y.o.

RANK

18-24 y.o.

1
2
3

Gold

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Crytpocurrencies

14

Question: Ever purchased.
Base sample: Total Global Investors - 18-24 (1,492), 25-34 (3,102), 35-44 (2,990), 45-54 (2,681), 55-65 (2,106)
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Intention to buy gold jewellery by age group
Percentage who intend to buy gold jewellery in the next 12 months

42%
37%

36%
33%
24%
18% 19%

12%

11%

China

39+ y.o.

India

US

Millennials (23 - 38 y.o.)

Gen Z (18 - 22 y.o.)

Question: Which of these items do you intend to buy, either for yourself or as a gift for someone
else, in the next 12 months?
Base sample: Total fashion and lifestyle consumers - China 39+ (783), China Millennials (1,022),
China Gen Z (226), India 39+ (742), India Millennials (1,185), India Gen Z (237), US 39+ (1,004),
US Millennials (789), US Gen Z (261)

So, the stereotype of younger
generations not appreciating gold as
an investment is false. They are just
as interested in gold as their parents
and grandparents, viewing it as a
highly attractive investment. Though
Gen Zs are more likely to be digital
natives, it is not simply that they view
gold as old-fashioned in comparison
to cryptocurrencies. For them, it is
not an either/or, it is something of a
different value, both in financial and
emotional terms. Plus, because gold
is still an acceptable and desired
part of so many cultures, people –
including young people – still wish to
be connected to it.
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When it comes to jewellery, there is
little difference between millennials
and the older generations. Their
intentions to buy gold jewellery over
the next 12 months are fairly similar;
the real difference is the type of
gold jewellery bought. In the US and
China, millennials are more likely to
buy white or rose gold. This contrasts
with India, where tastes are more
consistent across the generations.
The most significant generational
difference appears when we look
at Gen Z. They have bought, and
intend to buy, significantly less gold
jewellery than their parents.

Colour of gold jewellery bought by age group
Percentage of gold jewellery buyers who bought each gold colour

Millennials (23 - 38 y.o)

51%

39+ y.o.
US

62%
31%
35%
15%
30%
68%

China

71%

26%
20%

22%
23%

90%
India

91%

11%
10%
11%
11%

Yellow gold

Rose gold

White gold

Question: What was the colour of the gold jewellery you bought/received? Select all that apply.
Base: Gold jewellery purchasers/receivers in the past 12 months – Global millennials (1,441), Global 39+ (1,218), US Millennials (223), US 39+ (258), China
Millennials (589), China 39+ (258), India Millennials (629), India 39+ (427)
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Attitudes towards gold in China and India by age group
Percentage of fashion and lifestyle consumers who agree with each statement

18-24 y.o.

Owning and wearing
gold helps you stand
out from the crowd

Gold can bring
me good luck

Gold is a reward
for success

25-34 y.o.

35-44 y.o.

45-54 y.o.

55-65 y.o.

China

47%

69%

76%

79%

88%

India

68%

75%

79%

76%

85%

China

40%

66%

80%

78%

88%

India

61%

69%

70%

70%

74%

China

50%

72%

78%

78%

86%

71%

80%

79%

79%

88%

India

Question: Underlying attitudes to gold.
Base sample: China fashion and lifestyle consumers - 18-24 (353), 25-34 (589), 35-44 (579), 45-54 (403), 55-65 (97). India fashion and lifestyle consumers - 1824 (354), 25-34 (512), 35-44 (459), 45-54 (420), 55-65 (309)
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China’s younger fashion
consumers have a weaker
emotional connection with
gold jewellery

There are perceptual challenges
within the younger Gen Z market
that the jewellery industry needs to
address on a global scale. For Gen
Zs, fashion and lifestyle habits in
general are less traditional and more
focused on experiential purchases,
as well as those that have an ethical
connection. In their eyes, gold can be
perceived as brash or showy; they
are not as loyal to gold’s heritage as
their parents or grandparents might
be or have been.

Gen Z’s lower disposable income
will, of course, be a factor. But this
difference stretches beyond buying
patterns – China’s younger fashion
consumers have a weaker emotional
connection with gold jewellery. They
are less likely to believe that gold can
bring them good luck or that it brings
back happy memories. Fashion
barriers exist too: they are less likely
to believe gold helps them stand out
from the crowd and less likely to view
gold as a reward for success.

The most striking market is China,
where Gen Z’s relationship with gold
seems particularly weak, with a sharp
drop-off in gold jewellery purchases
among 18 to 22-year olds. And the
same is true when we look to the
future: their intention to buy gold
jewellery is significantly lower than
that of older generations. China’s
young consumers are growing up
in a more technologically advanced
society and have an attitude towards
gold jewellery that is less traditional
than that of older generations.

Currently, Indian Gen Z buying
behaviour and purchase intentions
are not notably different from those
of older consumers. But younger
jewellery buyers display a weaker
emotional connection to gold
jewellery relative to their elders and
if no targeted efforts are made to
strengthen those emotional ties to
gold jewellery, it is possible that India
could follow China’s lead and see
Gen Z consumers’ attitudes translate
into less buying.
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Utilising more
technology and
personalised strategies
Parts of the gold industry have embraced
technological change but there is a long
way to go. Digital engagement is key to
gaining a competitive advantage; potential
gold investors want ease of purchase
and gold jewellery consumers report that
security, trustworthiness and convenience
can be major hurdles to purchasing online.
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The industry lags far behind others in
its adoption and use of technology.
We live in an era when people rely
on hand-held devices to research
and make purchases, and expect an
always-on, cash-free environment
where open discourse is a given.
Gold can be seen as complicated and
analogue in a simplified and energetic
digital age.
All of this may, in some cases,
amount to an unfair label. After
all, technology has enabled huge
numbers of people to buy and
trade in gold investment products.
Nevertheless, there remains an
extraordinary opportunity for those

working within the industry to grow
their markets through technology,
especially since ease of purchase is
a top priority among gold considerers
– around 40% of retail investors
cite ease of purchase as a key
requirement when buying gold bars,
coins and jewellery.
Although many investment products
are easily accessible online,
consumers’ perception is that gold
tends to require in person/phone
involvement. Global retail investors
only buy 9% of gold coins and 6% of
jewellery online, compared with 25%
of gold-backed ETFs.

40%
of retail investors cite
ease of purchase as a
key requirement when
buying gold

Method of purchase for recent gold investments
Percentage of gold investors in the past 12 months who used each purchase method

26%

Gold-backed ETFs
Vaulted gold
Gold bars
Gold coins
Fine gold jewellery

Online only

42%

12%

42%

8%
9%
6%

36%
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64%

28%

Question: Where did you make your investment?
Base: Global - invested in a gold product in the past 12 months (3,712)

46%
56%

27%

Online plus phone/in person

32%

66%

Offline only

Use of roboadvisor for investment information by country
Percentage of all retail investors who use a roboadvisor

45%

31%
19%

18%
10 %

China

India
Urban

US

India

10 %

Germany Russia

10 %

Canada

6%

India
Rural

Question: Do you get investment information from roboadvisors?
Base: Global retail investors US (2,029), Germany (2,020), China (2,002), India Urban (1,280),
India Rural (1,005), Russia (2043), Canada (2,012)

45%
of all retail investors in
China use roboadvisor
to inform their decision
making

Roboadvisors – or automated
algorithmically-driven financial
planning platforms – are a significant
component in Asian markets. In
China, 45% of all retail investors use
this type of technology to inform
their decision making, helping them
to analyse product, quality, price and
value within seconds, a proportion
that is set to grow rapidly in the
coming months and years; in urban
India that figure is just under one
third. In the US, however, just one
in five use this technology, and in
Germany, Russia and Canada that
drops to one in ten.
Only one quarter of fashion and
lifestyle goods are purchased
online. Among its competitors, gold
jewellery has the lowest likelihood
(14%) to be purchased online by
global consumers – far behind silver
(21%), diamond (17%), platinum
(25%), watches and other jewellery.
Our research suggests that if
buyers are convinced by a website’s

trustworthiness and the ability to
return items, and they are engaged
in a purchasing experience within
a secure environment, they will be
more likely to use an online platform.
Technology can also help businesses
to target different audiences with
more personalised strategies. Our
research within different geographies
demonstrates non-uniform needs and
desires. People view gold through
different lenses – as a long-term
protector of wealth, a status symbol
or even short-term speculation.
Businesses in certain geographies
should try to tailor their offerings to
different in-country attitudes – not
just appealing to their instincts but
constructing messages designed
to alter their perceptions. China and
India are highly popular markets for
gold – and the market will continue
to expand in these areas – but in the
other nations we studied, there is
greater room for growth.
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Education, awareness
and the importance of
ethics: people want to
know more
There is a need for education to fill gaps in
consumers’ knowledge of gold. Awareness
of specific investment products, their
relative affordability and what drives their
prices could be better communicated.
Nor have jewellery marketing campaigns,
which have traditionally focused on
style and relevance, been as successful
as they might have been. Correcting
misconceptions and filling these gaps
would generate market growth.
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It’s not that people are unaware of
gold – clearly it is deeply embedded
in most global cultures. But half of
the 18,000 people we surveyed said
they never hear gold mentioned
in the media and two-thirds of
retail investors gold considerers
globally say they lack the necessary
knowledge to buy gold. In particular,
most audiences fail to understand
what drives the price of gold and,
in any case, assume that the cost is
beyond their budget.

These figures are particularly
pronounced among female gold
considerers, 70% of whom –
regardless of age – display awareness
and education barriers.
Education allows consumers to
become aware of the multiple
needs that gold can fulfil. While
more people see bars and coins as
long-term investments, often to be
handed down to the next generation,
over half of those surveyed regard
products such as gold-backed ETFs
as likely to be sold within less than
five years.

Half of the

18,000
people surveyed said they
never hear gold mentioned
in the media

Awareness and education based barriers to investing in gold
Global gold considerers who have never bought - percentage who selected
an awareness and education barrier

30%

66%
Awareness and
Education barriers

70%

of female considerers

Question: Barriers to investing in or purchasing gold. Select up to five.
Base sample: Gold investment considerers who have never bought - Global (4,612)
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It’s not affordable for me

28%

I don’t know enough about
how to buy it

22%

I don’t understand what
drives price

19%

I don’t know anyone who
has invested in gold

70%

of gold jewellery buyers would
like to buy pieces produced
ethically

When it comes to jewellery, the
awareness considerations are
different. Here, among people who
have never bought gold, as many
as 42% (in the US) believe they can
get less expensive jewellery that
looks just as good. A third of all gold
considerers in urban India areas who
have never bought gold think that it is
too difficult to buy, a figure that drops
to 28% for those in rural areas.
Jewellery is affected markedly by
the way in which it is viewed as
a style purchase. Three-quarters
of gold considerers globally fail to
buy because of fashion barriers. In
particular, they feel that gold can
come across as too flashy and not
suiting their style. Those that do want
jewellery may opt for diamonds or
silver instead.
The industry faces evolving
challenges. Ethical and environmental
concerns do not necessarily stop
people from buying gold jewellery
today; only 23% of people who have

never bought gold jewellery, but
are warm to the idea, cite concerns
around ethics and gold’s social and
environmental impact as a barrier to
purchase. But when describing their
ideal jewellery purchase, 70% of
gold jewellery buyers would ideally
like to buy pieces produced ethically.
These people want to know that
gold mining has had minimal impact
on the environment, that working
conditions within manufacturing
companies are fair and modern, that
ethical principles are part of the entire
supply chain, and that gold products
are produced and sold in a way that
creates a positive social impact.
These ethical concerns will become
even more important in the years
ahead. Gen Z consumers are more
likely than older generations to
have a preference for fashion and
lifestyle items produced with minimal
environmental impact. And as they
become older, and richer, this will
become even more relevant.
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Conclusion

Gold is well established in the
minds of consumers: 46% of global
retail investors report buying gold
investment products and 56% of
consumers have, at some time,
bought fine gold jewellery.
And people are confident in its role
in protecting their wealth. More than
two-thirds of retail investors believe
that gold is a good safeguard against
inflation and currency fluctuations,
and 81% of global fashion and
lifestyle buyers believe that gold is so
valuable that they would pass it on to
family members as heirlooms.

This report highlights an untapped
target audience who have never
bought gold in the past, but are open
to buying it in the future. Confidence,
trust, technology, education and
ethics can all be harnessed as
persuading factors in the decisionmaking process.
The story of gold is powerful and
should be told with confidence,
determination, enthusiasm and
certainty. After all, in today’s
increasingly uncertain world, it is
a story that current and potential
consumers will want to hear.

Yet that message could be told more
effectively – even if it is explaining
to people that there are different
products that can be packaged
in different ways and which fulfil
different needs.
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Methodology

To deepen our understanding of the
gold market we commissioned global
research agency, Hall & Partners, to
conduct a large-scale programme of
market research into the global gold
retail investment and gold jewellery
consumer markets. This research
programme builds upon the survey
we conducted in 2016.
The study captured the opinions
of 12,000 active retail investors
and 6,000 fashion and lifestyle
consumers globally.
To understand the full range of
threats and opportunities facing the
gold market we deliberately spoke to
people that had bought gold in the
past, and those that had not.
We gathered insight into retail
investment via a quantitative survey
of 2,000 men and women (aged 1865) in each of the following markets:
China, India, Germany, the US,
Canada and Russia. The survey was
carried out online in all markets, with
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the exception of rural India where
we conducted 1,000 face-to-face
interviews. These were active retail
investors – classified as people who
had made at least one investment
in the past 12 months, excluding
those who had only added money to
a savings account and had only ever
invested in a defined list of non-core
investment products.
The scope of the jewellery survey
was slightly different – it covered
2,000 females (aged 18-65) in the
three largest gold jewellery markets:
India, China and the US. Similarly,
the research was online except for
1,000 face-to-face interviews in
rural India. The respondents were
‘jewellery considerers’ – classed as
women who would consider buying
jewellery and who had bought, gifted
or received at least one item from a
defined list of fashion and lifestyle
products in the preceding 12 months.
Fieldwork for both surveys took place
in Q2 and Q3 2019.
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